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Rueful Mating", in America). Of all my books I cared for it
most, and still care. At the period of the vogue for heroes and
heroines under sixteen, producers in Hollywood and England had
over and over again nearly made a film of "Little Red Horses"
but could never find quite the right child to play Halcyon. But
at the trade show and then at the Ivy I thought I had at last found
her. And this accidental sequence occurred on the morning I
received a letter from my nephew in Brazil, written nine weeks
earlier, mentioning a musical party at a flat recently rented, by a
friend of his, from some Jewish refugees; he looked up and suddenly
saw on the wall a reproduction of "Little Red Horses", Franz
Marc's picture which had hung on my sitting-room wall in Albany
and was burnt when the incendiary bomb fell on my rooms in
October, 1940. I had named my book from this picture; the
original painting hangs in the gallery at Essen. On the night
before I received this letter, our bombers raided Essen, and perhaps
Franz Marc's picture of "Little Red Horses" prancing free on an
open heath, was destroyed with some of Krupps armament factory.
You see what I mean » There is nothing far-fetched or improbable
or even particularly exciting about this especial pattern (unless you
take far-fetched literally), yet into one day's noose it loops a dead
Bavarian artist, raids over Germany and England in 1940 and 1943,
Jewish refugees in Rio de Janeiro which men say is the most
beautiful city in the world, a great actor, a child actress, a dining-
room table, two restaurants and a pot of paint. A day gallivanting
in space and in time without paying the slightest respect to any
management of mine.
Jane Austen uses the phrase "I collect" when we now say:
"I gather" ("gather" is a shade nearer to her original mining
than the more obvious "re-collect"). To keep calm and col
a peculiarly desirable state of mind in ourselves as in those around
us, gives us an idea of a mind whose contents are ,not necessarily
prim and relevant* but with its odds and ends, its natural fantasies
c&lkcted (that is to say, assembled) by the owner into some coherence
that will give him personal satisfaction* "A collected day"
expresses, perhaps, what I fed over certain amazing days in my life;
assembled days which would not be amazing if one always assembled
them. If one were to substitute assembling afterwards, for arranging
beforehand, it might even help us to endure life as it must be now,
wild and uncertain. We are forbidden by common sense to plan
ahead my mote, so let ro literally take it as it comes and Kterally
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